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The “Iron Curtain” Speech

A

shadow has fallen upon the scenes so lately lighted by the Allied
victory. Nobody knows what Soviet Russia and its Communist
international organization intends to do in the immediate future,
or what are the limits, if any, to their expansive and proselytizing
tendencies. I have a strong admiration and regard for the valiant
Russian people. ... It is my duty, however, for I am sure you would
wish me to state the facts as I see them to you, to place before you
certain facts about the present position in Europe.
From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has
descended across the Continent. Behind that line lie all the capitals
of the ancient states of Central and Eastern Europe. Warsaw, Berlin,
Prague, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade, Bucharest, and Sofia, all these
famous cities and the populations around them lie in what I must call
the Soviet sphere, and all are subject in one form or another, not only
to Soviet influence but to a very high and, in many cases, increasing measure of control from Moscow. ... The Russian-dominated
Polish government has been encouraged to make enormous and
wrongful inroads upon Germany, and mass expulsions of millions
of Germans on a scale grievous and undreamed-of are now taking
place. The Communist parties, which were very small in all these
Eastern states of Europe, have been raised to pre-eminence and
power far beyond their numbers and are seeking everywhere to
obtain totalitarian control. Police governments are prevailing in nearly
every case, and so far, except in
Czechoslovakia, there is no true
democracy.
Turkey and Persia are both
profoundly alarmed and disturbed at the claims which are
being made upon them and at
the pressure being exerted by
the Moscow government. An
attempt is being made by the
Russians in Berlin to build up a
quasi-Communist Party in their
zone of Occupied Germany by
showing special favors to groups
of left-wing German leaders. At
the end of the fighting last June,
the American and British armies
withdrew westwards, in accordance with an earlier agreement,
to a depth at some points of 150
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miles upon a front of nearly 400 miles, in order to allow our Russian
allies to occupy this vast expanse of territory which the Western
democracies had conquered.
If now the Soviet government tries, by separate action, to build
up a pro-Communist Germany in their areas, this will cause new
serious difficulties in the British and American zones, and will give
the defeated Germans the power of putting themselves up to auction between the Soviets and the Western democracies. Whatever
conclusions may be drawn from these facts—and facts they are—this
is certainly not the liberated Europe we fought to build up. Nor is it
one which contains the essentials of permanent peace.
The safety of the world requires a new unity in Europe, from
which no nation should be permanently outcast. ... Twice in our own
lifetime we have seen the United States, against their wishes and
their traditions, against arguments, the force of which it is impossible
not to comprehend, drawn by irresistible forces into these wars in
time to secure the victory of the good cause but only after frightful
slaughter and devastation had occurred. Twice the United States
has had to send several millions of its young men across the Atlantic
to find the war; but now war can find any nation, wherever it may
dwell between dusk and dawn. ...
From what I have seen of our Russian friends and Allies during
the war, I am convinced that there is nothing they admire so much
as strength, and there is nothing for
which they have less respect than
for weakness, especially military
weakness. For that reason the
old doctrine of a balance of power
is unsound. We cannot afford, if
we can help it, to work on narrow
margins, offering temptations to
a trial of strength. If the Western
democracies stand together in
strict adherence to the principles
of the United Nations charter,
their influence for furthering those
principles will be immense and
no one is likely to molest them.
If however they become divided
or falter in their duty and if these
all-important years are allowed to
slip away, then indeed catastrophe
may overwhelm us all.
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In early 1946, Winston Churchill was at loose ends, having
failed in a bid for re-election. Britain’s former (and future) Prime
Minister was asked by Westminster College, in Fulton, Mo., to
come and speak. Churchill didn’t disappoint. He delivered a
stern warning about Soviet aggressiveness and used a memorable phrase: “From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic,
an iron curtain has descended across the Continent.” It wasn’t
the first use of the term “iron curtain.” For decades, it had been
a metaphor for Russia’s secretiveness. Even Churchill had
used it before. Still, the Fulton speech gave the phrase wide
circulation. “Iron Curtain” became a near synonym for the Cold
War, symbolizing the ideological conflict and physical division of
Europe into Communist east and free west.
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